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Mass Construction Pulse: 2016 Volume II Report Highlights
This edition of Mass Construction Pulse has turned out to be quite interesting. For starters we have
included a dashboard that will go out quarterly, graphically showing the state of permits in our sample
communities. The full reports that you are accustomed to will now be issued at mid-year and year end
only. With 2016 now in the books we can look at the shifting locations of construction dollars, the impact of
Everett and Springfield casinos, and what effect the labor market has played on cost, if any.
|CASINOS|
Interestingly, year over year when removing Everett’s month of December (1.35B) we are almost
unchanged within our sample communities as 2015 tallied 8.7B and 2016 totaled 8.6B. When adding back
in the permit value of Everett from December, 2016 jumps to just under 10B. This tells us what everyone
assumed- that the approval of casinos in Massachusetts would increase construction volume to all time
highs if the remainder of work continued at the current pace, which it has. At this point we have not seen a
one-time spike in Springfield but we have certainly seen growing values of Springfield permits in both 2015
and 2016.

Everett Summary Permit Value
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Mass Construction Pulse: 2016 Volume II Report Highlights
|SHIFTING DOLLARS |
Although the approximate dollar value year over year has remained flat (adjusting for the outlier
December), the location of construction is shifting out of Boston and Cambridge and into the Tier 2 & 3
communities. Boston and Cambridge combined did $777M less than last year, yet Brookline, Newton,
Worcester, and Amherst almost made up that difference with a cumulative increase of $681M. This yearend data confirms what we have been seeing signs of over the past year that dollars are moving out of Tier
1 communities and it’s only being accelerated by Springfield and Everett one time influxes.
Municipality Overview - 2015
Est. Permit
Avg Value Per
Value
Permit
Tier 1
Boston
$4,472,023,891
$272,668
Cambridge
$1,307,746,835
$620,079
Mass State
Property
$905,563,469
$969,554
Tier 2 (Eastern)
Brookline
$126,292,362
$51,089
Newton
$245,199,716
$57,050
Somerville
$353,619,423
$184,177
Quincy
$358,654,999
$132,345
Tier 2 (Central/Western)
Framingham
$154,930,848
$23,481
Worcester
$243,465,367
$69,068
Amherst
$109,896,979
$82,197
Springfield
$168,773,409
$56,522
Tier 3
Northampton
$60,770,219
$40,139
New Bedford
$72,197,619
$25,060
Stoughton
$42,067,567
$38,070
Everett
$28,114,972
$19,677
Revere
$66,900,713
$50,914
Sample Totals
$8,716,218,388
$161,539

Municipality Overview - 2016
Avg Value per
Est. Permit Value
Permit
Tier 1
Boston
$3,806,220,458
$234,546
Cambridge
$1,196,565,015
$509,610
Mass State
Property
$1,122,069,804
$1,053,587
Tier 2 (Eastern)
Brookline
$364,642,817
$153,018
Newton
$443,806,059
$111,874
Somerville
$191,028,863
$91,753
Quincy
$116,512,698
$44,050
Tier 2 (Central/Western)
Framingham
$125,047,929
$22,970
Worcester
$371,371,046
$102,589
Amherst
$224,723,714
$195,752
Springfield
$196,756,338
$60,972
Tier 3
Northampton
$79,663,468
$51,263
New Bedford
$81,913,037
$26,500
$48,409,948
$43,417
Stoughton
Everett
$180,481,552
$143,467
Revere
$60,527,792
$41,946
Sample Totals
$8,609,740,538
$169,842

Red represents a decline in total value of permits and black indicates a growth in permit value
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Mass Construction Pulse: 2016 Volume II Report Highlights
|PRICE ESCALATION|
As far as price escalation, we have yet to see any signs of this come to fruition. The average permit value is
only up slightly from $161K to $169K. There are significant drops and increases in certain communities but
they correlate with the overall total growth or decline in the community as represent but red or black
numbers. This may be a result of a couple of things; one, the casinos are still in the early stages and as
manpower increases only then will we see price escalation. Two, as the work shifts to geographic areas that
have lower wage rates that may offset the demand of the billion dollar casinos.
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Municipalities Overview
AGC MA continues its effort in this report to offer
insight into the outlook of short term construction
activity and growth throughout the state. This
effort is in response to interest from the AGC
membership and other stakeholders within the
construction industry of Massachusetts. Permitting
data has been collected from several municipalities
throughout the state since September 2014 with
the help of building and inspectional services
departments in each respective location.
Additionally, the Architectural Billings Index (ABI) as
published by the American Institute of Architects
(AIA) has been chosen as a leading economic
indicator of growth or decline of permit numbers
and values over the next quarter. This general
method is considered practical for the construction
industry, which is known for its volatile and cyclical
economic nature. AGC MA hopes that the findings
are useful to its membership and other
stakeholders. The forecasting methods used, based
on the description of the Architectural Billings
Index linked below, have been further enhanced
for this report and the number of municipalities
included in the permitting survey has also grown.
Unless noted otherwise, figures that have been
highlighted in yellow on charts and graphs included
in this report are forecasted for the upcoming
quarter. For full method of analysis see Annex A.
(LINK)

Tier 2 has included several cities and has been
further broken down into an Eastern region and a
Central/West region. The charts below display the
municipalities included in this report and their
respective tiers for the last twelve months –
January 2016 through December 2016 - and the
forecasted first quarter of 2017.

In order to present the results of this report in a
more meaningful fashion, the municipalities have
been grouped into “tiers” based on the volume of
work that was permitted under their authority over
the last twelve months.
Tier 1 greater than 500M
Tier 2 greater than 100M and less than 500M
Tier 3 less than 100M

The Windsor Building, Boston
Sea-Dar Construction
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Municipality Overview - January 2016 to December 2016 (12 Months)
Total Permit Value
Average Value per Permit
Tier 1
Boston
$234,546
$3,806,220,458
Cambridge
$1,196,565,015
$509,610
Mass State Property
$1,122,069,804
$1,053,587
Tier 2 (Eastern)
Brookline
$364,642,817
$153,018
Newton
$443,806,059
$111,874
Somerville
$191,028,863
$91,753
Quincy
$116,512,698
$44,050
Tier 2 (Central/Western)
Framingham
$125,047,929
$22,970
Worcester
$371,371,046
$102,589
Amherst
$224,723,714
$195,752
Springfield
$196,756,338
$60,972
Tier 3
Northampton
$79,663,468
$51,263
$26,500
New Bedford
$81,913,037
Stoughton
$48,409,948
$43,417
Everett
$180,481,552
$143,467
Revere
$60,527,792
$41,946
Sample Totals
$8,609,740,538
$169,842
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Municipality Overview - 2017 Q1 Forecast
Total Permit Value
Average Value per Permit
Tier 1
Boston
$1,237,578,725
$346,249
Cambridge
$782,020
$388,072,407
Mass State Property
$373,181,816
$1,729,759
Tier 2 (Eastern)
Brookline
$76,300,429
$148,588
Newton
$109,216,596
$126,864
Somerville
$75,871,690
$170,881
Quincy
$64,352,260
$109,875
Tier 2 (Central/Western)
Framingham
$45,346,799
$38,008
Worcester
$99,251,643
$125,959
Amherst
$57,675,983
$208,803
Springfield
$81,306,486
$114,366
Tier 3
Northampton
$25,528,815
$76,935
New Bedford
$22,919,738
$36,490
Stoughton
$13,719,847
$61,297
Everett
$98,097,950
$242,111
Revere
$27,812,565
$95,048
$2,796,233,750
$275,828
Sample Totals
The statistical data supports all of the figures shown above. However, some of the numbers may be
higher than actually expected due to individual spikes in permit values during certain months that may
not be representative of normative patterns. Data shown below for each participating municipality
should provide further clarity.
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The data collected and analyzed in the tiers listed above from January 2016 to December 2016 represents
slightly more than $10 billion in permitted construction projects. The majority of this construction value
continues to be seen in Boston, Cambridge and Mass State Properties which represents a total of $6.1
billion over this time period. Tier 2 municipalities continue to perform well with a total of $2.1 billion
across the state during the same time period, which is approximately $300 million more than expected
since the last report. Tier 3 properties have performed consistently over the last year with the notable
exception of December 2016 where Everett reported a $1.3 billion spike in permit values due to work at
the new casino.

Statewide Permit Value Breakdown
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Our statewide sample for Massachusetts over the entire data collection period indicates a monthly
trended growth rate that has jumped significantly to 2.15% due in large part to the month of December
2016. The growth trend would remain positive despite this spike in permit values. Based on the ABI
information used to project permitting values across Massachusetts, we expect the next quarter of 2017 to
remain strong with a monthly trended growth rate at approximately 2.0% and total permit values to reach
approximately $2.7 billion across the state in that time.

Figures shown for January 2017 through March 2017 are 1st quarter projections
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| TIER 1 MUNICIPALITIES-BOSTON, CAMBRIDGE, AND MASS STATE PROPERTY |
Boston, Cambridge, and Mass State Property are continuously associated with the bulk of construction
activity in Massachusetts. These three municipalities combined for a total of $6,124,855,277 billion in
permitted construction value between January 2016 and December 2016, which represents approximately
61% of all permitted values across the state during that time. The monthly trended growth rate remains
relatively flat but slightly negative at -.02%. Strong performances in months such as September 2016 and
December 2016 are keeping the monthly tended growth rate from dropping further and show a positive
sign that is should be on the uptick through the next quarter. A total of 19,641 building permits were
issued in the last twelve months with an average permit value of $311, 840 which indicates a strong
diversity of construction projects within this tier.

Tier 1 Permit Value Breakdown
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We expect to see nearly an additional $2.0 billion of permitted construction value across all Tier 1
municipalities in the 1st quarter of 2017. The monthly trended growth rate will remain flat but go back into
the positive with a value of approximately .44%. Boston continues to be the strongest performer in Tier 1
with both Cambridge and Mass State Properties showing the capacity for large projects that will continue
to bolster this category.
Figures shown for January 2017 through March 2017 are 1st quarter projections
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| BOSTON |

Boston Summary Permit Value
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22-26 West Broadway, S. Boston
Sea-Dar Construction
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| BOSTON |

Boston University Admissions Center
Columbia Construction

Boston
Actual Permit Values - 2015 vs 2016
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| CAMBRIDGE |

Harvard University Bauer Life Sciences Laboratory, Cambridge
Daniel O’Connell’s Sons
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| CAMBRIDGE |

Alnylam Pharmaceuticals’, Cambridge
Siena Construction
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| MASS STATE PROPERTY|

Mass State Property Summary Permit Value
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| TIER 2 (METRO) MUNICIPALITIES—BROOKLINE, NEWTON, SOMERVILLE, QUINCY|
The Tier 2 Eastern municipalities are located near the metropolitan Boston area and combine for a total of
$1,115,990,437 in permitted construction value between January 2016 and December 2016, which
represents approximately 11% of all permitted construction value in our Massachusetts sample during that
time. The monthly trended growth rate has increased to 1.56% due to strong performances from Brookline
and Somerville in September and October respectively over the last twelve months. We are forecasting the
monthly trended growth rate to remain consistent and perhaps slightly higher at 1.6% through the next
quarter. A total of 11,077 building permits were issued over the last twelve months for a strong average
permit value of $100,748. The average permit value has increased by approximately $30k over the last six
months showing a tendency for more commercial based construction projects.

Tier 2 Eastern Permit Value Breakdown
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We expect to see an additional $325 million of permitted construction values across all Tier 2 Eastern
municipalities in the 1st quarter of 2017 which would be a very strong performance based on past trends. The
four different municipalities all show strong sign of consistent growth with the potential for larger projects.
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| BROOKLINE|

Brookline Summary Permit Value
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| NEWTON|

Newton Summary Permit Value
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Newton Country Day School Wellness Center, Newton
Erland Construction
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| NEWTON|

Cliff Ridge, Wellesley
Sea-Dar Construction

Newton
Actual Permit Values - 2015 vs 2016
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| SOMERVILLE|

Sommerville Summary Permit Value
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The Grommet, Somerville
Siena Construction
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| SOMERVILLE|

430-442 Massachusetts Avenue
Siena Construction

Sommerville
Actual Permit Values - 2015 vs 2016
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| QUINCY|

Quincy Summary Permit Value
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Heritage Point, Quincy
Campanelli
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| QUINCY|

300 Crown Colony, Quincy
Campanelli

Quincy
Actual Permit Values - 2015 vs 2016
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| TIER 2 (CENTRAL/WESTERN) MUNICIPALITIES—FRAMINGHAM, WORCESTER, AMHERST,
SPRINGFIELD|
The Tier 2 Central/Western municipalities are spread out across the state and combine for a total of
$1,077,387,128 in permitted construction value between January 2016 and December 2016, which
represents approximately 10.6% of all permitted construction value in our Massachusetts sample during
that time. The monthly trended growth rate has dropped to 2.62% over the last twelve months but
remains strong due to a significant month of March in Amherst and a steady performance by Springfield
over the last half year. We are forecasting the monthly trended growth rate to remain strong and even
grow to approximately 2.76% through the next quarter. A total of 13,336 building permits were issued over
the last twelve months with an average permit value of $80,787. This is approximately a $30k increase in
average permit values which is directly associated with Springfield where the average permit value has
grown significantly over the last six months.

Tier 2 Central/Western Permit Value Breakdown
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We expect to see an additional $283 million of permitted construction values across all Tier 2
Central/Western municipalities in the 1st quarter of 2017. This may be seen mostly in one of the
municipalities but all have shown consistent performances and are contributing to a strong monthly
trended growth rate.
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| FRAMINGHAM|

Framingham Summary Permit Value
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| WORCESTER|

Worcester Summary Permit Value
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| AMHERST|

Amherst Summary Permit Value
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| SPRINGFIELD|

Springfield Summary Permit Value
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US Federal Courthouse, Springfield
Daniel O’Connell’s Sons
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| SPRINGFIELD|

Deerfield Academy Performing Arts Center
Daniel O’Connell’s Sons

Springfield
Actual Permit Values - 2015 vs 2016
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| TIER 3 MUNICIPALITIES—NORTHAMPTON, NEW BEDFORD, STOUGHTON, EVERETT, REVERE |
Tier 3 municipalities are spread out across the state and combine for a total of $1,772,743,437 in permitted
construction value between January 2016 and December 2016, which represents approximately 17.5% of
all permitted construction value in our Massachusetts sample during that time. The monthly trended
growth rate has climbed to approximately 15% over the last twelve months due in large part to significant
months of May and December of 2016 in Everett – a direct correlation work with the new casino. We are
expecting the monthly trended growth rate to remain high through the next quarter at over 10% but will
likely drop to a normative rate in the following quarters. A total of 6,767 building permits were issued over
the last twelve months with an average permit value of $261,968. Tier 3 municipalities have averaged
approximately 5% of the total permitted values across the state with average permit values closer to $35k
in previous reports and we would expect to see permit values closer to this range as permitting for the
casino passes.

Tier 3 Permit Value Breakdown
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Our model suggests an additional $188 million of permitted construction values across all Tier 3
municipalities in the 1st quarter of 2017 but this number may be inflated and more likely to come in slightly
less than $100 million. Despite the skewed numbers by a single municipality, all others have contributed
greatly and remain consistent performers.
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| NORTHAMPTON|

Northampton Summary Permit Value
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Smith College- Ford Hall, Northampton
Suffolk
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| NORTHAMPTON|
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| NEW BEDFORD|

| NEW BEDFORD|
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| STOUGHTON|
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| EVERETT|

Everett Summary Permit Value
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| EVERETT|

Everett
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| REVERE|

Revere Summary Permit Value
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| ANNEX A|
Leading Economic Indicators for Permitting Activity
(ABI)
The AIA has surveyed a select portion of member
firms since 1995 in an effort to collect information
that would be helpful in forecasting the cyclical
swings of the design and construction industry. The
data that is collected is seasonally adjusted and uses
a format known as a diffusion index. Diffusion
indexes are intended to anticipate growth or decline
in business activity, not pure volume of activity.
They typically use a figure of 50 as a baseline for the
level of activity, and figures below 50 represent a
decline in activity, while figures above 50 represent
growth. The data also includes diffusion indexes for
different stages of the design process, for specific
market sectors, and by national regions. More
information on the details of the Architectural
Billings Index (ABI) can be found at the AIA’s
website.
http://www.aia.org/abi

It is important to note that the data that is
collected for comparison to the ABI Index by AGC
MA is different than what other studies have used
to score the ABI performance. Specifically, the ABI
in most studies is used to help create forecasts for
actual construction spending; while AGC MA is
using the indexes to help create forecasts for
permitting activity and volume.
It can be
reasonably assumed that permitting activity also
has a lag between itself and actual construction
spending.
AGC State of Massachusetts Analysis
The AGC began its data collection on permitting in
September of 2014.

The information that is collected includes the total
number of building permits and the total estimated
value of initial project cost for those permits.
The data collection efforts have expanded to include
municipalities of Eastern, Central, and Western
Massachusetts, as well as projects being permitted
on Massachusetts state property; which would also
include public institutional work. As described above,
the ABI information is respected as a leading
indicator for construction activity and its indexes
were used for relation to the permitting information
collected by the AGC. The ABI survey results are
published publically each month by the AIA, and the
monthly comparison cycle aligns with how the AGC is
receiving information from each municipality.
Initially, the variables used to analyze the data were
chosen as the overall national ABI, the Northeast
regional ABI, and the Design Contracts Index (DCI).
The overall national ABI was included in order to
smooth out total state activity, because the
Northeast regional index includes the New York City
area which is a market unlike any other on the east
coast of the United States; and it has been known to
either over emphasize or dampen the data on
construction activity as it relates to economic cycles.
The DCI is also an objective diffusion index that is
nationally based, and offers a useful comparison to
the data that the AGC is collecting based on monthly
lags different than the actual billing indexes. With
these three independent variables, a multiple
variable regression analysis is then used to develop a
mathematical equation that can be used to forecast
future permitting activity dependent on the ABI
survey information. This is a simple statistical
method used for forecasting activity in many
different industries and business activities. For this
publication, a fourth variable included in the ABI
survey has been added to improve the performance
of the AGC’s forecasting effort. It is the New Projects
Inquiry Index (NPI). This NPI, while more subjective
than other information from the ABI report, can also
be used for comparison with longer monthly lags of
the permitting activity that is collected by the AGC.
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| ANNEX cont’d|
It is common to increase or decrease the number
of variables used in forecasting, and other
statistical measures in the regression analysis
inform the preparer if some variables are
improperly influencing the projections.
An
additional attempt to improve the accuracy of the
report was made for this volume. In the initial
report, a simple average of multiple monthly lags
(5-11 months), between the ABI indexes and the
permitting activity that was gathered, was used to
compute the final forecasting efforts. This was
done in an effort to remain conservative while
understanding that our permitting database was
still rather limited. For this report the committee
has become more comfortable with the amount of
data collected and introduced statistical measures
to choose an optimal monthly lag spread between
each of the four ABI indexes used and when the
collected permitting data actually occurs. We
expect that this method will remain for following
volumes of this publication.
| RESULTS|
Overall Activity and Analysis Description
As stated above, the ABI Indexes chosen as leading
indicators included the regional billing index for the
Northeast, the national billing index, the Design
Contract Index, and the New Projects Inquiry
Index.
Statistical correlation searches were
performed on each of these indexes for varying
month lags, to the actual permit count and value
data collected from the various municipalities.

As stated above, the ABI Indexes chosen as leading
indicators included the regional billing index for the
Northeast, the national billing index, the Design
Contract Index, and the New Projects Inquiry Index.
Statistical correlation searches were performed on
each of these indexes for varying month lags, to the
actual permit count and value data collected from the
various municipalities. The DCI is still in limited use
because it was only recently introduced by the AIA
(beginning in March 2014). We believe the accuracy
of the statistical correlations were improved by
staggering the DCI and the NPI indexes on different
monthly lags from the ABI indexes, which in theory,
gauge industry growth or decline at different periods
of time. In addition to this, each of the four indexes
were examined for correlation with the data the AGC
has collected at each month in an effort to determine
the optimal lag from data realization to the publishing
time of the ABI survey results. An optimal lag
sequence of 10 months for the regional and national
ABI, 11 months for the DCI, and 12 months for the NPI
was chosen for the forecasting portions of this report.
Another point of interest, the ABI indexes are related
to architectural billings, which would relate more
properly to the survey information on permit value
than on permit count. For this reason, estimated
permit value remains the focus of our research;
though the average value per permit for each
municipality is a useful tool to project their individual
permit counts.
The permit count and estimated permit value totals
for all municipalities, from which we obtained data,
were used as a whole for the statistical forecast.
From that point, municipal average values of permit
count and permit value were used to push this
forecast through to each municipality.
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